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Abstract: A growing number of soundscape studies involving audiovisual factors have been con-
ducted; however, their bimodal and interactive effects on indoor soundscape evaluations have not
yet been thoroughly reviewed. The overarching goal of this systematic review was to develop the
framework for designing sustainable indoor soundscapes by focusing on audiovisual factors and
relations. A search for individual studies was conducted through three databases and search engines:
Scopus, Web of Science, and PubMed. Based on the qualitative reviews of the selected thirty papers,
a framework of indoor soundscape evaluation concerning visual and audiovisual indicators was
proposed. Overall, the greenery factor was the most important visual variable, followed by the water
features and moderating noise annoyance perceived by occupants in given indoor environments.
The presence of visual information and sound-source visibility would moderate perceived noise
annoyance and influence other audio-related perceptions. Furthermore, sound sources would impact
multiple perceptual responses (audio, visual, cognitive, and emotional perceptions) related to the
overall soundscape experiences when certain visual factors are interactively involved. The proposed
framework highlights the potential use of the bimodality and interactivity of the audiovisual factors
for designing indoor sound environments in more effective ways.

Keywords: indoor soundscape; audiovisual interactions; bimodal relations; soundscape indicators

1. Introduction

In environmental acoustics research, the term “soundscape” is defined as the acoustic
environment as perceived or experienced and/or understood by a person or people in
context [1]. Soundscape approaches help us create a healthy and comfortable sound
environment for human beings to live in by promoting the sound experience’s quality
rather than reducing unwanted sound stimuli, as considered sound as a resource rather
than a waste [2,3]. As soundscapes involve human perceptual constructs and experiences
into physical acoustic phenomena under various environmental settings, their target
environments are almost everywhere people experience/perceive sounds.

Although the original concept of the soundscape approach was derived from outdoor
environmental research [2], its application has been recently expanded to indoor built
spaces (i.e., indoor soundscapes) [4]. There are several categories of indoor spaces that have
been suggested for indoor soundscape evaluations, such as industrial/commercial build-
ings, music venues, and transportation space [5]. Among those indoors, non-industrial
building spaces, including working spaces (e.g., office spaces, classrooms) and homes (e.g.,
residential buildings, apartments), should be chiefly considered because people spend
more time in those spaces as they live in modern cities [6]. Therefore, it is crucial to fo-
cus on these types of indoor spaces and seek potential factors that would influence their
soundscapes and environmental assessments.

The utilization of factors related to the audio environment is frequently seen for
improving soundscape perceptions. Torresin et al. stated that a large part of the indoor-
soundscape literature showed a general effort of minimizing noise annoyance by reducing
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noise exposure (i.e., in noise levels) [7]. When altering the noise exposure degree, the
responses from the same domains (e.g., audio-related perceptions) are clearly expected to
be changed or predicted; however, the use of such a unimodal effect of noise exposure may
not be a feasible solution because noise exposure reduction may not necessarily reflect the
better soundscape perceptions [2].

As a variety of multisensory environmental factors and their variations are comprehen-
sively influence soundscape experience in built environments [8] (pp. 17–41), their potential
impacts on human perceptions should not be neglected and, in particular, a variety of
non-acoustical factors are proposed for affecting soundscape perceptions [7]. By reviewing
a large body of indoor soundscape studies, we found that various categories of non-
acoustical factors influencing the acoustic perception in indoor residential buildings are
proposed: urban context (e.g., presence of green space, sea views at home), house-related
(e.g., room location), person-related (e.g., age, gender, noise sensitivity), socio-economic
(e.g., education level, income), and so on [7]. Although listing those potential factors would
enrich the existing framework of soundscape designs, the evidence of their effects is still
ambiguous; therefore, it is still insufficient to fully utilize the non-acoustical factors to
provide better soundscapes for future sustainable designs and human well-being.

Among the potential factors unrelated to the audio environments, one of the most
prominent non-auditory factors is visual or visual-related features for two reasons. First,
there is supportive evidence that visual stimuli from our sight influence the auditory
system, including at the perceptual level. As human beings, the auditory and visual
systems are two sensory modalities with distinct cortical representations; however, these
sensory signals are often associated with the same objects and events and binding these
two stimuli together is done naturally and effortlessly [9]. By reviewing recent studies
involving audiovisual interactions, Bulkin et al. highlighted the perceptual advantages
of combining information from these two modalities as the visual and auditory systems’
roles overlap [10]. It was also stated that predominantly unimodal brain regions play a
role in multisensory processing [10]. Thus, it is evident to propose the visual factor as the
most promising feature that potentially influences audio-related perceptions. Second, there
has been a growing interest in audiovisual combined effects or interactions, suggesting a
critical role of visual factors in altering the soundscape perceptions [11].

Initial prescreening of the literature review articles published on the topic of sound-
scapes, was conducted to highlight the research interests in audiovisual effects on sound-
scape perceptions. By exploring 27 recent review articles in soundscape literature, 12 sys-
tematic reviews (i.e., articles clearly stating that they used systematical procedures for
data extraction or following certain systematic procedures for data investigations in their
methodology parts) were identified and further divided into two categories: location-
specific [7,11–16] and concept-specific [17–21]. Of the seven articles focusing on specific
locations (e.g., outdoors, indoor spaces, residential spaces), two reviews intensively ex-
plored the existing studies examining the audiovisual effects. One review focused on
the greenery effects on annoyance perceptions in indoor residential settings, considering
greenery as visual measures [16]; however, no other soundscape perceptions or visual
elements were examined. Another examined the audiovisual interactions in the urban built
space, but they used only one search engine (Scopus) and did not exclusively examine the
indoor effects as the review was broader in content [11]. Of the remaining ten systematic
reviews, none of them involved visual measures, sought bimodal or interactive effects
of audio and visual factors, or specified these effects on soundscape evaluations. Of the
27 review works, the remaining fifteen articles were non-systematic (because they did
not follow the systematical reviewing process) [22–36], but one of these non-systematic
review papers by van Renterghem [34] focused on the effect of visual factors on acoustical
perceptions. The positive impacts of visible vegetation for mitigating negative environ-
mental noise perception, mostly focusing on noise annoyance. Some of the non-systematic
review articles partially discussed the bimodal and interactive effects of audiovisual factors.
Especially, Torresin et al. [22] distinguished the crossed (bimodal effect in the present study)
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and interactive effect of four IEQ (Indoor Environmental Quality) factors (i.e., acoustical,
thermal, visual, and indoor air quality) and mentioned a few research papers examining
the audiovisual interactions on human perception for indoor built environments; however,
insufficient evidence was identified. The rationale for mapping the identified existing
reviews is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A rationale of the soundscape review articles (n = 27, published from 2000 to 2020) for audio, Indoor Environmental
Quality (IEQ), and audiovisual effects. The initial prescreening of the literature review papers published on the topic of
soundscapes, was conducted to clearly identify the research gap which this systematic review aims to cover.

Although several audiovisual factors have been suggested in previous literature sur-
veys, none of the articles reviewed above deliberately explored the existing literature
involving audiovisual bimodal and interactive effects on indoor soundscape assessments.
Thus, updated research and review of individual studies should be conducted. Besides,
there is a lack of framework showing bimodal and interactive effects of audiovisual fac-
tors on indoor soundscape evaluations, whereas their unimodal influences are commonly
acknowledged, and most of the studies were conducted for the outdoor environments.
Moreover, to formulate the framework of sustainable soundscape development, the uti-
lization of the most prominent visual factors is crucial. Therefore, the clarification of the
impact of visual and visual-related features on soundscape perceptions is essential.

The objective of this paper was to develop the framework for designing sustainable
indoor soundscape by systematically reviewing the existing research papers involving
audiovisual bimodal and interactive effects on soundscape evaluations, assessing their
research methods and procedures, and identifying potential indicators influencing sound-
scape perceptual responses in the indoor environments. Achieving this objective will
present concise assessment schemes of the indoor soundscape methodologies concerning
audiovisual factors and provide evidence-based suggestions of the indicators that poten-
tially influence the indoor soundscapes. Following two questions are being addressed in
the present study: (1) what kind of evidence is there for the connection between audio,
visual, and audiovisual combined factors and perceptual dimensions that are affected the
most, and (2) which audio and visual factors would most contribute to the bimodal and
interactive impacts on perceptual dimensions related to soundscapes.

As multiple environmental factors are inherently involved in soundscape experiences,
their effects should be precisely defined and distinguishable from one another. To clarify
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this aspect, statistical interpretations and definitions of the terminologies (i.e., unimodal,
bimodal, and interactive effects) are briefly introduced [37] (pp. 129–158). Suppose the
presence of a linear effect of a factor on a single response criterion; one could examine the
main effects of X (independent variable) on Y (the dependent variable). Suppose that Y is
an audio-domain variable (e.g., noise annoyance) and X is a visual-domain variable (e.g.,
presence of greenery); the model is designed to predict the bimodal effect because it involves
two different domains (i.e., audio and visual domains). Potential impacts of visual factors
on audio-domain perceptions, or vice versa, are included in the present study. In contrast,
when X is an audio-domain variable (i.e., noise level) predicting the same domain-variable
of Y, the model would estimate the unimodal effect, which is not followed into our research
interest. Any additive effects (i.e., the additive or joint effect of a set of multiple independent
variables) are not considered in this study because the independent variables are treated
as a single unit, so their contributions are added together, which obfuscates the unique
effects of the target variables. Furthermore, suppose that X is an audiovisual interaction
term (i.e., multiplication of audio and visual-domain independent variables), the model is
designed to predict the audiovisual interactive (combined) effect, which is also included
in the present study. If the audiovisual interactions are certified, Y will not be limited
within audio or visual domains and can include various human perceptions such as
psychological/emotional, physiological, behavioral, cognitive, and social responses (e.g.,
overall satisfaction, cognitive task performance, and so on). Moderators and mediators
are excluded in this study as those variables are not commonly used, and bimodality and
interactivity are more relevant in the soundscape literature.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Searching Individual Studies

Given the exploratory nature of this study, no predefined protocol has been registered
for this review. Nonetheless, the methodology for the basic process and data extraction
forms were filed prior to the investigation. The PRISMA guidelines (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) were employed as a basis for reporting
systematic reviews in this study [38]. A search for individual studies was conducted
through three journal databases and search engines: Scopus, Web of Science, and PubMed.
The search keywords included audiovisual, soundscape, and indoor terms (see in Figure 2)
and were used with appropriate Boolean operators, exploring through title, abstract, and
keywords of publications (the exact wildcards are provided in Table A1). The scientific
papers published in English were included, while those are non-English-language arti-
cles were discarded. There is no restriction of publication year for the database search.
The search included gray literature such as conference proceedings. The literature search
was conducted in May 2020.

Through the initial search using the three databases, the number of publications was
identified, ranging from 1 January 1976 to 1 May 2020: 1070 (Scopus), 5349 (Web of Science),
and 83 (PubMed). After excluding certainly irrelevant subjects (e.g., molecular biology,
mathematics, economics, dentistry), a total of 486 (Scopus), 534 (Web of Science), and
PubMed (n = 83) studies were refined from their initial results. Additional 28 papers that
had been previously collected by the authors through other sources were included. To sum
up, the number records 1131 publications from the three databases and the additional
papers. All duplications and those with uncompleted citations were manually removed,
which creates the list of 952 unique publications that should go through an initial screening
process. Most of these papers were identified through the main data-based search.
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Figure 2. A set of main keywords and the partial lists of their variations for database search used
in this study. * Boolean operators (e.g., audi* = audio, auditory, audible). The exact wildcards are
provided in Table A1.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Pre-determined inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to this review to ensure
that the papers should be related to this study’s research interest. Firstly, the titles and
abstracts of all the 952 publications were manually screened by two independent reviewers,
including the authors, and 775 studies have been opted-out not being eligible for the
present study because the contents of those papers are either:

• Non-acoustics papers (e.g., robotic, biology, economic);
• Non-soundscape research (e.g., speech communication, engineering acoustics);
• Non-indoors (e.g., outdoor environments such as parks, streets, city squares);
• Non-adult subject or subjects with hearing or visual impairment (e.g., children, blind

people);
• No audiovisual measures examined (i.e., using either audio or visual measure only).

Then, the remaining 177 papers went through a full-text article assessment for eligibil-
ity. In this detailed screening, articles were carefully checked whether they addressed all
the three concepts of this review study as followed:

1. Audiovisual impacts: Articles should contain both audio and visual factors;
2. Soundscape: Articles should involve soundscape concepts—human sound percep-

tions;
3. Indoor: The assessment tools (e.g., questionnaire, reproduction of environmental

scenarios) or research site are designed for the non-industrial indoor spaces.

Reference lists of previous reviews and primary studies were manually searched.
Conference papers were excluded if the same research results were published as journal
articles by the same authors, otherwise considered along with the peer-review journal paper.
Review studies and textbooks were excluded. If more than one paper reported analyses
based on the same dataset and substantially identical results, the one with higher quality
was included. Additional searches were conducted in July 2020 to seek any additional
publications while finalizing this review; two additional reports were included by applying
the same inclusion and exclusion criteria. The final number of articles for eligibility in this
qualitative review study was 30. The process of this systematic review is illustrated as a
PRISMA flow diagram—shown in Figure 3.
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During the review of the included studies, the following characteristics were recorded
for each of the individual studies—research tools and instruments (e.g., questionnaire), sam-
ple size (i.e., number of participants/subjects), response variable (e.g., noise annoyance),
factor influencing the response variable (e.g., sound level), and con-founding variables
adjusted for in the models examining the effect of the factor on the response variable
(e.g., socio-demographical variables), type of statistics (e.g., regression analysis), the main
finding of the study, and type of the effect examined (i.e., bimodal or interactive effects).
The effect types were determined based on their definitions provided in the introduction
section.

3. Results

The included studies are primarily divided by their study designs: interventional
(i.e., experimental) or observational studies highlighting differences in their research meth-
ods and procedures. The former study involves one or more intervention exposure(s)
researchers assigned to participants (e.g., laboratory experiments), whereas the latter one
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does not involve such exposure (e.g., field/in-situ studies) [39]. Among 30 publications,
there are 14 observational [40–53] and 16 interventional studies [54–69]. All the observa-
tional studies were cross-sectional designed and conducted field surveys in residential
areas. The studies were published from 2007 to 2020, which well-covers the latest sound-
scape studies. The 16 interventional studies were all laboratory-based experimental studies
focusing on specific indoor environments (i.e., workplace: n = 7; residential space: n = 7;
classroom: n = 2).

3.1. Research Approaches and Characteristics in the Soundscape Research
3.1.1. Observational Studies

Characteristics of audiovisual bimodal and interactive assessments employed in the
14 individual observational studies are summarized in Table 1. The variables examined,
including response variables (i.e., dependent variables, descriptors), factor influencing (i.e.,
independent variable, indicator), and con-founding variables adjusted for in the statistical
models tested, are summarized in addition to their research/statistical approaches and
main findings. If more than one target models were examined, significant results or those
answering the research questions were considered.

Most of the studies utilized either street-survey questionnaires or mailed the ques-
tionnaire sheets to their subjects (i.e., residents). The number of the subjects were largely
varied, ranging from 32 to the maximum of 5592. Those studies conducting via street
or mail surveys generally had large sample sizes. Almost all the observational studies
subjects were residents (i.e., the occupants of the target residential areas). The studies
recruited students from the institutes where their studies were conducted [41,52]. However,
these participants also had to be residents in their target residential spaces; therefore, these
recruited subjects would more likely be resident-status subjects. Most of the observational
studies considered the sound levels of the residential areas either by conducting in-situ
sound measurements [40,43,44,49,50,53], or predicting the levels by some pre-calculated
noise prediction models [41,51] (e.g., Calculation of Road Traffic Noise: CRTN [45–48]).

Although several audiovisual response variables were examined within the studies,
such as quietness [49] and audio pleasantness [52], almost all the observational studies
found noise-annoyance responses were statistically significantly influenced by some visual
factors in residential areas. Such audiovisual effects are categorized as bimodal, and no
interactive effects were identified. Namely, these studies provide potential insight into
visual factor-noise annoyance relationships among the residential indoor environments.
Most of the annoyance scales were 5-point verbal or 11-point numerical scales (numeric
0–10 scales with verbal endpoints) taken from the internationally standardized scales, either
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) standard or ICBEN (International
Commission on Biological Effects of Noise). In addition to the annoyance scales, Gidlöf-
Gunnarsson and Öhrström also found bimodal audiovisual effects on occupant’s awareness
of noise issues in their neighborhood by using binary scales (i.e., “yes/no” responses) [43].

There exists a variety of significant indicators that showed their impacts on residents’
perceived noise annoyance. Most of the predictors are greenery-related variables in terms of
either objective measures (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index: NDVI, tree cover density,
green land use) [50,51], subjective measures (perceived availability of green space, perceived
amount of greenery) [43,53], or both objective and subjective measures [41,42,47]. Most of the
greenery-noise annoyance associations in these studies found positive effects of greenery
factors on noise annoyance reduction (i.e., more greenery presence residents have, less noise
annoyance they perceive). One study did not find such an effect, which contradicts all the
other studies [49]. Furthermore, the recent national-scaled study conducted in Switzerland
examined the annoyance reduction to different transportation noise sources [51]. The
residential greenery reduced road traffic and railway noise annoyance, whereas it increased
aircraft noise annoyance. Although the positive greenery effect on reducing the traffic noise
annoyance was found to be in line with the other observational studies, it revealed that,
strictly speaking, the annoyance responses could be noise-source specific.
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Table 1. Characteristics of observational studies of bimodal and interactive audiovisual effects on the soundscape.

Reference Tool N Response Variable Indicator Influencing Confounding Variables
Adjusted Data Analysis Main Findings Effect Type

[40] Questionnaire
(mail) 2612 Annoyance—traffic (5-pt

verbal scale—ISO)
Accessibility—window facing

(Binary scale for 6 items) A, E, G, H, S Regression analysis
(logistic)

Window facing green space
was associated with a reduced

risk of noise annoyance.
Bimodal

[41] Questionnaire
(hand-in) 720 Annoyance—traffic (5-pt

verbal scale—ICBEN)

Greenery—greenness level
(NDVI)

Greenery—perceived
greenness (6-point scale)

A, R, S Structural equation
model

Higher surrounding green
space was associated with

lower noise annoyance
through lower noise exposure

and higher perceived
greenspace.

Bimodal

[42] Questionnaire
(street) 513 Annoyance—noise (11-pt

numerical scale)

Greenery—distance
(numerical value in meter)

Greenery—perceived
greenness (10-point

scale—Greenness Rating
Scale, modified)

A, G, H, N, R, S Regression analysis
(mediation model)

Greater distance to the nearest
green space was directly

linked to higher noise
annoyance, but perceived

greenery variables are only
indirectly associated.

Bimodal

[43] Questionnaire
(mail) 500 Annoyance—traffic

(11-pt numerical scale)
Greenery—perceived

availability (3-point scale) -

ANOVAs (2-ways,
follow-up of 2-way

MANOVA)
Chi-squared

Both availability to nearby
green areas and access to a

quiet side decrease long-term
noise annoyance.

With better access to green
areas, residents perceived

significantly less annoyance
due to road traffic noise at

home.

Bimodal

[44] Questionnaire
(mail) 385 Annoyance—traffic (5-pt

verbal scale)

Environmental
quality—visual aesthetic

(Binary scale)
A Regression analysis

(binary logistic)

The access to high-quality
quiet courtyards was

associated with less general
noise annoyance in both low

and high noise-exposure
groups

Bimodal

[45] Questionnaire
(street) 1496

Annoyance—traffic
(11-pt numerical

scale—ISO)

Waterbody—type (3 types:
sea, river, or both)

Greenery/Waterbody—
perceived amount (5-point

verbal scale)

A, E, G, H, N, R, S Regression analysis
(ordered logistic)

Having a sea view or both sea
and river view at home

exhibited annoyance
moderation effect, while no

moderation effect of having a
river view only.

Bimodal
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Tool N Response Variable Indicator Influencing Confounding Variables
Adjusted Data Analysis Main Findings Effect Type

[46] Questionnaire
(street) 2033

Annoyance—traffic
(11-pt numerical

scale—ISO)

Greenery/Waterbody/
Building/Traffic road/Noise
barrier—perceived amount

(5-point verbal scale)

A, E, H, N, R, S
Regression analysis

(multivariable
ordered logit model)

Views of sea, urban river, or
greenery could moderate

noise annoyance, while views
of noise barrier (and views

containing both noise barriers
and urban rivers) could
increase the annoyance.
Views of greenery had a

stronger noise moderation
capability than views of sea or

urban river.

Bimodal

[47] Questionnaire
(street) 688

Annoyance—traffic (5-pt
verbal & 11-pt numerical

scale—ISO)

Greenery—perceived amount
(3-point scale)

Location × Greenery—view
type (7 conditions)

A, E, G, H, N, S
Regression analysis

(multivariable
ordered logit model)

The presence of great
greenspace from homes

exerted more effect of noise
annoyance reduction than

only a little greenery presence.
This effect depends on the

greenery settings (locations)

Bimodal

[48] Questionnaire
(street) 861

Annoyance—traffic
(11-pt numerical

scale—ISO)

Greenery/Sea—presence
(Binary scale) A, E, G, H, N, R, S Regression analysis

(ordinal logistic)

Both a greenery view and a
sea view can moderate
annoyance responses.

Several individual’s personal
characteristics are found to

affect individuals’ annoyance
perception.

Bimodal

[49] Questionnaire
(unspecified) 2974

Annoyance—traffic (5-pt
verbal & 11-pt numerical

scale—ICBEN)

Greenery—perceived
(unspecified) A, G, N, R Regression analysis

(logistic)

No effect of greenery in the
residential space on noise
annoyance caused by road

traffic

Bimodal

[50] Questionnaire
(hand in) 131

Annoyance—traffic
(11-pt numerical

scale—ISO)

Greenery—greenness level (3
items: NDVI, Tree cover
density, Green land use)

A, G, N, R Regression analysis
(ordinal logistic)

Lower levels of noise
annoyance due to traffic road

were detected with higher
residential greenness and tree

cover.

Bimodal
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Tool N Response Variable Indicator Influencing Confounding Variables
Adjusted Data Analysis Main Findings Effect Type

[51] Questionnaire
(mail) 5592

Annoyance—traffic,
railway, aircraft (5-pt

verbal & 11-pt numerical
scale—ICBEN)

Greenery—greenness level,
accessibility

(4 items: NDVI, visible
vegetation from home,

publicly- available
green/natural spaces within

the buffer area)

A, G, R, S Regression analysis
(logistic)

Increasing residential green
was associated with reduced
road traffic and railway noise

annoyance, but increased
aircraft noise annoyance.

NDVI and publicly available
green spaces are strong
indicators, while visible

vegetation and accessibility
and/or quietness of green
space for road traffic noise

annoyance are strong
indicators for urban cities.

Bimodal

[52] Questionnaire
(mobile app) 32 Pleasantness (visual)

(7-pt Likert scale)
Musical episode—presence

(Binary scale) - ANOVA (mixed
model)

Visual environment was
perceived as more pleasant

during musical episodes,
compared to non-musical

episodes.

Bimodal

[53] Questionnaire
(door to door) 105 Annoyance—noise (5-pt

verbal scale—ISO)
Greenery—perceived amount

(5-point scale) - Regression analysis
(logistic)

View on vegetation could
strongly reduce self-reported
annoyance to an acceptable

level.

Bimodal

Note: - = no information provided; pt = point; noise = noise in general; ISO = International Organization for Standardization: ISO/TS 15666; ICBEN = International Commission on
Biological Effects of Noise; NDVI = Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; ANOVA = analysis of variance; MANOVA = multivariate analysis of variance; Con-founders: A = age;
E = educational level; G = gender; H = health related variables, BMI, smoking status, hearing health; N = noise sensitivity; R = residential status: length of stay, residence, time spent at
home, housing ownership; S =social status: marital status, economic status, individual incomes, ethnicity, interview language.
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In addition to greenery elements, Leung et al. and Li et al. considered water views a
potential visual indicator that alters noise annoyance responses [45,46,48]. In their larger-
scaled study, they asked residents to rate the views of the specific visual elements presented
in the residents’ sites, including greenery, waterbody (e.g., sea, urban river), building,
traffic road, and noise barrier. They found that views of the sea, urban river, or greenery
could lower noise annoyance while views of noise barrier could increase the annoyance.
Nevertheless, views of the sea or urban river had a weaker noise moderation capability
than views of greenery [46]. Furthermore, Leung et al. specifically indicated that such
moderation impacts of the water views depended on the type of water features (sea views,
river views, or both sea and river views) [45].

Other human perceptions such as psychological responses including sleep qual-
ity [40,49], overall satisfaction [43,48], neighborhood satisfaction and appreciation (whether
residents would recommend their friends or relatives to come to live in their neighbor-
hood) [53], and other conceptual recognition, including self-reporting concentration is-
sue [40], were also examined within their studies. However, these responses would be
fallen within neither audio nor visual domains. Perceived disturbance due to road traffic
noise was examined and found to be significantly influenced by the environmental quality
of courtyards (that have been defined based on visual aesthetic elements, and thus was
a visual factor) [44]; however, such disturbances were given when considering outdoor
activities; therefore, they were excluded. Other audio responses were found to be either
non-significant or un-stated as results.

In Table 1, most of the observational studies used socio-demographic variables (e.g.,
age, educational level, noise sensitivity) to adjust for their statistical models examined as
some demographical influences are theoretically expected. Common socio-demographical
variables adjusted for in these studies include participants’ age, gender, residential status
(e.g., length of stay, housing ownership), and social status (e.g., economic status, ethnicity).
The adjustment with the socio-demographical variables was routinely performed when
the studies utilized statistical techniques of regression analysis. Although this adjustment
depends on the study, the results of their analyses remained substantially similar.

Considering that this review is about indoor soundscapes, it is crucial in what contexts
the audiovisual indicators and descriptors have been measured and collected. Almost
all the observational studies asked the participants to evaluate their perceptions when
they were at home (as suggested by ISO or ICBEN noise annoyance scales), did not
specify any target room (e.g., living room, bedroom, or kitchen room) [40–52]. Some of
the studies asked participants to evaluate their noise annoyance when they were at home
and outside in their neighbors [41,43], although only the former condition was used in this
review. No specific observation conditions were instructed (e.g., whether they perceived
the environments through doors or windows). Most of the visual factors (e.g., greenery,
water, road views) were considered as outdoor environments perceived from indoors
(greenery views from their home [45–48]; window facing green space [40]). Some visual
factors were entirely outdoor environmental contexts (e.g., neighborhood greenspace or
their surroundings [41,42,50]; greenery accessibility nearby their home [43]; courtyard
quality existed outdoors [44]), which may not capture the same information as the visual
elements perceived from indoors (e.g., window/street views). One of the studies used
multiple residential greenness measures (e.g., visible vegetation from home and outside
greenery accessibility) to collect diverse contexts of the greenery factors [51]. Only one
study instructed the participants to assess their annoyance and visible vegetation at a
specific location (i.e., living room and throughout their living room windows) [53]. The
authors confirmed that participants’ dwellings had living room windows facing the ring
road. Therefore, they ensured that the examined noise annoyance and vegetation views
were perceived in living room spaces. One study conducted the noise measurements in the
participants’ living rooms, but annoyance or greenery measures were not regarding any
specific location at home [50]. Other studies collected information about types of bedroom
windows and living room windows; however, it was not utilized within analyses [44].
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As illustrated, the visual factors the most studies examined were outdoor environ-
ments; while their contents are diverse. Some measures are perceived viewing from
participants’ homes; whereas other measures are quantified variables based on outdoor
contexts such as neighborhood greenspace or their surroundings. Only one study asked
annoyance perceptions at a specific location (i.e., living room), and the other studies did not
specify any evaluation point at home, which could be because housing/dwelling spaces
differ significantly in individuals’ units so that participants were supposed to answer
their perceptions regarding their “general living” functions or expectations at their home.
Although the diversity in the visual factors context is confirmed, there are no substantial
differences in their findings.

To summarize, the 14 observational studies included in this review all focused on
bimodal audiovisual effects in the residential indoor environments, utilizing survey ques-
tionnaires among the relatively large number of subjects. Almost all the studies found the
positive effects of greenery-related variables on annoyance responses due to noise (mostly
traffic noise) as significant bimodal associations. Some studies, furthermore, suggested wa-
ter views as a potential indicator for soundscape assessments. There are other soundscapes
and environmental descriptors the studies examined; however, these response variables
were found to be non-significant or within neither audio nor visual domains.

3.1.2. Interventional Studies

Descriptions of the assessments of bimodal and interactive effects of audiovisual fac-
tors for each of the 16 interventional studies are outlined in Table 2, as followed similarly to
Table 1 for the observational studies. These laboratory experiments were crossover studies
where each study subject was assigned into or “crossed over” multiple treatment phases
introduced by researchers [39] and carried out under certain experimental conditions. Such
conditions were manipulated for reproducing the target indoor environments by utilizing
immersive VR (Virtual Reality) simulations, constructing physical models (e.g., experimen-
tal rooms, test chamber), or using digital audio and visual-playback systems. Similar to the
observational studies, most of these interventional studies relied on survey questionnaires
using collecting occupants’ subjective perceptions and psychological responses. In addition
to the subjective psychological measures, some of the studies used a series of cognitive
tests to evaluate participants’ task performances while they were exposed to the test en-
vironments. Measures of such a cognitive task-performance include scores of assigned
tasks accounting for performance accuracy [55,64,66] and response/reaction time [60,65].
Furthermore, one examined real-time physiological indicators, including systolic pressure,
diastolic pressure, and heart rate [66]. The number of samples ranged from 10 to 215, and
most of the participants were recruited subjects or students from universities/institutions
where the studies were conducted.

In Table 2, the noise annoyance variable was found as the most promising descriptor
that was remarkably influenced by audiovisual or visual predictors [56–58,62,63,68]. The
variable was measured on either 7-point verbal or 11-point numerical scales. As expected
from the observational studies results, significant impacts of greenery views on annoyance
responses due to noise were found; however, the direction of such significant impacts
on the annoyance variable was opposite from the positive path. There is a contradictory
result of the greenery effects on noise annoyance reduction reported in the laboratory
studies. Chau et al. found that mountain greenery close-by view could enhance noise
annoyance [56]. Their recent study confirmed the same result, although such an annoyance
enhancement may not be significant with a tree clump view [58]. Also, Sun et al. reported
that green elements’ visibility increased noise annoyance for people with good auditory
acuity but being easily distracted by incongruent visual stimuli (i.e., vision-dominated
persons) [68]. For those with non-visual dominancy, there was nearly no effect of visibility
of greenery on noise annoyance responses. Without this interaction term with greenery
visibility, these visions dominated participants were remarkably less annoyed than the other
participants. These results are contrary to the observational studies where the greenery
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was a positive distraction moderating noise annoyance response. In contrast, under the
same experimental setting, the positive effects of sea view on noise annoyance moderation
were found [56,58], and this finding is in line with the observational settings. Although the
negative effects of greenery on annoyance reduction are stated above, the positive impact
of using greenish color on reducing perceived loudness was highlighted. Cudina et al.
examined how perceived loudness responses differed by showing different color images
used as hanging panels applied in the lecture classrooms [59]. They found that the pastel
color combinations with prevailing green, blue, and grey color, having long reaction time,
are more appropriate for soothing subjective loudness.

In contrast to the observational studies, various dependent variables were found as the
descriptors significantly influenced by audio and/or visual factors beyond the classic “noise
annoyance” variable in the interventional studies. Such descriptors include loudness due
to traffic noise [55,59,62], visual pleasantness [55,67], cognitive task performance [60,64,65],
restorativeness [58,64], and sensory disturbance [62,65]. For instance, the inclusion of the
water features’ visual stimuli improved the perception of the (irrelevant) speech-masking
effect; therefore, it improved the perception of the sound environment, compared to
their corresponding water sounds alone [54]. The water feature is not only for the visual
domain (e.g., sea/river viewing) but also for the audio domain too (e.g., the sound of ocean
waves, flowing water). The potential benefit of the water audio feature to improve other
psychological responses were highlighted. Ma and Shu found that water restoration was
significantly better than air-conditioner noise regardless of visual scene type [66]. Yang et al.
revealed the types of sound did affect relaxation such that the highest mean relaxation was
found for ambient sound type, followed by music/water, and then babble/fan [69].

The impacts of audio and visual factors on cognitive task-performance were examined.
Liebl et al. found that participants reported their performance better when background
speech of low intelligibility was combined with static lighting; although, their error rates in
the performance tests did not significantly change [65]. Similarly, Evered et al. found that
the auditory stimulation did not improve the visual-task performance of cell interpreta-
tions [60]. In contrast, Jo et al. found an interactive audiovisual trend on work performance,
such that the lower the background noise, the greater effect of partition installation on
work performance, whereas the larger the background noise, the smaller the partition
effect would be [64]. However, this result was descriptive only (i.e., no inferential statistical
analysis was conducted). A set of physiological indicators were examined in Ma and
Shu [66]; however, none of the audiovisual effects (types of the sound source and visual
image) on the physiological responses (i.e., blood pressure, heart rate) were significant.
According to significant audiovisual interactive factors, the majority of these interactions
were products of the following: the presence of greenery, types of sound stimuli, sound
pressure levels, visibility of a particular source, and types of visual elements (including
color type, lighting type).

In Table 2, some interventional studies adjusted for socio-demographical variables
(mainly personal or demographic characteristics such as age or gender) in their statistical
analyses. This adjustment was less common than the observational studies because a
sample collection in the interventional studies has already balanced the distributions of the
participants’ demographical and social background.
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Table 2. Characteristics of interventional studies of bimodal and interactive audiovisual effects on the soundscape.

Reference Tool N Response Variable Indicator Influencing
Confounding

Variables
Adjusted

Data Analysis Main Findings Effect Type

[54]

Questionnaire,
Realistic

audiovisual
animations

31
Perceived masking

effect—water sound (5-point
Likert scale)

audio-only or audiovisual × 6
water type A, G

Wil
coxonsigned-rank

test

Visual stimuli of the water features
improved the speech-masking effect’s

perception compared to their
corresponding water sounds alone.

Interaction

[55] Questionnaire, VR 26

Loudness (100-point scale, slider
question) Visibility—sound source - ANOVA (2-way

repeated-measures)

Scenarios with the black screen were
perceived to be louder than both the

visible and invisible sound source
scenarios Bimodal

Unpleasantness—visual
(100-point scale, slider question)

(3 levels) Distance factor
(3 sound levels) C ANOVA (one-way

repeated measures)

In the case of cognitive task, the
distance factor with a 10-m scenario

was the most visually unpleasant

[56]
Questionnaire,
Physical model 215

Annoyance—noise (11- point
numerical scale)

Greenery/Sea/Traffic
(Presence/amount)

Greenery × Traffic road
(Binary scale—0 or 1) Sea
view × SNR (Binary scale)

- Regression analysis
(ordered logistic)

Road and mountain greenery views
enhanced annoyance while sea views
modestly reduced noise annoyance. BimodalLow annoyance response was found if

they were exposed to a view containing
mountain greenery and road

The strongest moderation effect was
found when sea sound was 3 dB lower
than road traffic noise in the scenario

with a 60% sea view.

Interaction

[57] Questionnaire, VR 46 Annoyance—noise (11-pt
numerical scale)

Spacing (2 levels) ×
Separation distance (3 levels) A, E, H, S Regression analysis

(ordinal logistic)

Less perceived noise annoyance with
widening spacing, increasing
separation distance, or both.

Bimodal

[58] Questionnaire,
Physical model 140 Annoyance—noise (11- point

numerical scale)

Greenery/Sea/Traffic
(Presence/amount)

Greenery × Traffic road
(Binary scale—0 or 1)

Greenery—type
(2 types of green features)

P Regression analysis
(ordinal logistic)

Road and mountain greenery views
enhanced annoyance while sea views
modestly reduced noise annoyance.

Low annoyance response was found if
they were exposed to a view containing

mountain greenery and road
Mountain greenery close-by view

could enhance annoyance while tree
clumps view may induce annoyance,

but not significant.

Bimodal

[59]
Questionnaire,

Projector & audio
playback

35
Loudness (selecting one image,

at which the noise was the
loudest)

Color images (5 images) - Pearson’s
Chi-squared test

Pastel color combinations with
prevailing green, blue and grey colors,
having long reaction time, soothed a
noise whereas the blue color as “the

noisiest.”

Bimodal
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Table 2. Cont.

Reference Tool N Response Variable Indicator Influencing
Confounding

Variables
Adjusted

Data Analysis Main Findings Effect Type

[60] Cognitive test,
Audio playback 34 Visual task performance (Score

of cell interpretation tests) Sound types (4 stimuli) - ANOVA
(repeated measures)

Auditory stimulation did not improve
or the performance of cell
interpretation visual task.

Bimodal

[61]
Questionnaire,
Computer &

audio playback
40

Restorative qualities
(2 dimensions: fascination,
being away, 7-pt numerical

scale—ART)
Restoration likelihood (7-pt

numerical scale) Attitude (7-pt
numerical scale)

4 sound types × 2 visual
images - ANOVA

(repeated measures)

More being-away restorative quality
decreased likelihood restoration, and
more positive attitude were perceived
for the urban nature setting compared
to an open-plan office setting. These
trends were larger (or higher) with

quiet condition

Interaction

[62] Questionnaire, VR 40

Annoyance—traffic noise (7-pt
verbal scale) Loudness—traffic

noise (7-pt verbal scale)
Disturbance—traffic noise

(7-pt verbal scale)
Allowance—sound (3-pt verbal

scale)

Directional × Visual
information - ANOVA (2-way)

Perceived loudness, noise annoyance,
activity disturbance, and unacceptable

level are significantly higher in the
HRTF environment. Whereas these

responses are significantly lower when
using the HMD. The HRTF has a

relatively greater contribution than
HMD, meaning people are more

sensitive to the HRTF

Bimodal

[63] Questionnaire, VR 40 Noise Annoyance—inter-floor
noise (7-pt verbal scale)

Visual information × Sound
level (LAFmax) - ANOVA (factorial)

Annoyance caused using HMD was
higher when the walking vibration

noise exceeded 53 dBA.
Interaction

[64] Cognitive test, VR 10
Task performance—accuracy

(the average of the correct
answers)

3 background noise levels × 3
levels of partition height - Descriptive analysis

The lower the background noise, the
greater effect of partition installation on
work performance; whereas the larger
the background noise, the smaller the

partition effect would be.

Interaction

[65]
Cognitive test,
Questionnaire,
Physical model

32

Task performance—perceived (6
dimensions, 20-pt numerical

scale—NASA-TLX)
Disturbance—lighting (7-pt

numerical scale)

2 speech intelligibility × 2
levels of lighting settings - ANOVA

Test persons only felt to perform better,
if background speech of low

intelligibility was combined with static
lighting Low speech intelligibility

combined with static light was
perceived as the least disturbed due to
lighting, high speech intelligibility with

static light, and the other two
audiovisual conditions. Most of these
perceptions significantly differed from

each other

Interaction
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Table 2. Cont.

Reference Tool N Response Variable Indicator Influencing
Confounding

Variables
Adjusted

Data Analysis Main Findings Effect Type

[66]

Cognitive test,
Questionnaire,

Monitor & audio
playback

30
Tension/Fatigue/Annoyance—

emotional (7-pt Likert
scales—POMS)

2 sound sources × 2 photos G ANOVA
Paired-samples t-test

Subjective fatigue and annoyance level
were very sensitive to the audial-visual

stimuli and the restorative extent.
Restoration function of water was

significantly better than air-conditioner
noise regardless of visual scene type.

This phenomenon is very apparent for
the fatigue dimension.

Interaction

[67] Questionnaire,
Physical model 122

Restorative experience
(2 dimensions: Fascination,
Being away, 6-pt numerical

scale—Perceived
Restorativeness Scale)

Pleasantness—visual(7-pt
numerical scale)

1 control condition + 2 natural
& 2 lounge conditions - Correlation analysis

(unspecified)

Environments simulating either a
natural or a lounge environment were

perceived as more pleasant in view and
restorative (fascination/being away)

than a standard break room.
View was perceived as more pleasant

and the environment as more
restorative in the nature simulations

than in the lounge simulations.

Interaction a

[68]
Questionnaire,
Physical model 75

Annoyance (11-pt numerical
scale—ICBEN)

2 levels of sound source
visibility × 2 levels of

greenery presence -
Generalized linear

mixed model

Less annoyance participants perceived
when the sound source was visible,

while the greenery element’s visibility
is non-significant. Bimodal

Audiovisual aptitude (2
factors: auditory acuity &

vision dominance)

Vision dominated participants are less
annoyed by noise than the other

participants.
Audiovisual aptitude (vision
dominance) × Greenery (2

levels of presence)
A, E, G N

Vision dominated persons perceived
more annoyance when green elements

were more visible.
Interaction

[69] Questionnaire,
Physical model 60 Visual relaxation (11-pt numeric

scale—ISO)

4 noise levels × 4 sound types
+ an ambient noise condition

of 35 dBA
G ANOVA (factorial)

Relaxation decreased with increased
sound levels.

Sound type affected relaxation (the
highest mean relaxation was found for

ambient sound type, followed by
music/water, and then babble/fan).

Bimodal

Note: VR = virtual reality; SNR = Sound-to-Noise Ratio; Projector = projector screen; Computer = computer screen; ART = Attention Restoration Theory; HRTF = head-related transfer
function; HMD = head-mounted display; LAFmax = A-weighted maximum sound pressure level with Fast time weighting; NASA-TLX = NASA Task Load Index; Monitor = monitor
display; POMS = Profile of Mood States; Con-founders: C = cognitive task performance; P = personal preferences for visual and audio cue. a Interaction with triple-sensory input
(audiovisual and olfactory stimuli). Adding a congruent scent to an audiovisual simulation found to be more likely indirect factor since no significant direct impact of olfactory factor
was found.
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All the interventional studies specified their experimental situations in great detail
as they can be greatly diverse. The studies investigating residential indoors selected liv-
ing rooms at home as their experimental settings and asked the participants to relax as
if they had time at home [55–58,62,63,68]. This choice would be because a living room
could be the most representative residential space at home. The studies focusing on office
spaces generally instructed participants to imagine that they were working or resting after
their work in the simulated environments [54,61] or actually instructed them to perform
pre-designated tasks (e.g., calculation tasks) [66,67]. Visual stimuli were controlled and
observed under specified conditions, such as perceived through windows of a given space
(i.e., images or videos were projected onto artificial or actual window panels to simulate the
situation) [55–58,61,67,68], perceived through a view in a given space (e.g., animation were
projected on the screen/display or shown in the VR) [54,62–64,66], or perceived by being
under the set-up condition (e.g., different lighting or illuminance conditions were given
in a mock-up space) [65,69]. These different conditions would partly determine whether
the visual factors were either outdoor or indoor environments or interior components.
Most of the examined visual factors experienced through the window panels were out-
side environmental scenes (sound source visibility [55]; greenery, sea, road views [56,58];
building views [57]; greenery presence [68]). Two studies used views of both indoor and
outdoor environments (open plane office and urban nature environments [61]; lounge and
park sceneries [67]). For those giving the visual stimuli perceived through the point of
view in the given space, their visual factors were considered indoor environments (living
room views [62,63]; office-space views [66]). The other visual factors (i.e., water-feature
animations [54]; color pictures and hanging art paintings [59]; partition height [64]; lighting
and illuminance conditions [65,69]) were considered as interior components because they
can be changed indoors by the end-users.

Taken as a whole, the contexts of the experimental conditions and the visual factors
vary greatly in the individual interventional studies. Thus, their findings may not be com-
parable between the studies. Although the interventional studies for the residential indoors
utilized the similar contextual settings used in some of the observational studies [45–48,53],
some of their conclusions were substantially contradictory, which may suggest that the
contradictory effect of the greenery factors on noise annoyance would not be due to those
contextual settings. As compared with the remark that most of the visual factors in the ob-
servational studies were outdoor environments, a contextual variety of visual components
examined in these experimental studies (i.e., indoor/outdoor environments and interior
components) would provide more practical and various approaches for indoor soundscape
improvements.

To summarize, the 16 interventional studies included in this review examined various
human perceptions such as the commonest “noise annoyance” variable, other audio and
visual perceptions, psychological/physiological responses, as well as task performance
responses, influenced by audio, visual, and/or audiovisual factors in the indoor environ-
ments. While the positive effects of greenery view on noise annoyance moderation were
found in the observational settings, the opposite result was found in the experimental
laboratory studies. However, the positive effect of water features on the reduction in
the noise annoyance response was found to be in line with the observational findings.
This result may imply the contradictory effect of the greenery factors on annoyance be-
tween short-time and long-term noise exposure. Also, the water feature might consistently
present a positive effect on noise annoyance reduction. Moreover, other soundscapes and
environmental descriptors were also examined and significantly affected by interactive
audiovisual factors, which were not found in the observational studies. Such audiovisual
factors were most varied with sound levels, types of the sound source and visual elements,
and levels of visibility.

As a result of this systematic review, a general understanding of associations between
visual indicators and audio descriptors and various attempts of improving human per-
ceptions related to sound environments by changing (e.g., adding/removing) visual and
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audiovisual features were highlighted. The assessment of the existing literature’s research
methods and procedures reveals potential approaches that can be referred to in future
research. The identified visual indicators for soundscape assessments in this review are
now utilized to develop a sustainable framework for designing the indoor soundscape.

3.2. Indicators’ Identifications for Audiovisual Effects

All the significant indicators found in both observational and interventional studies
are further summarized. As noise annoyance descriptor was the most common soundscape
dimension significantly influenced by the visual and audiovisual indicators (as shown
in Tables 1 and 2), those significant indicators were compiled by their categories (types
of visual factors), parameters (measures of the factors), the direction of their effects (i.e.,
enhance, moderate, or alter noise annoyance responses) for each of the observational and
interventional studies. This process highlights the evidence for the connection between
auditory and visual exposure and noise annoyance indoors as well as the most important
audiovisual factors for assessing the annoyance.

Those indicators predicting other human perceptions such as loudness, pleasantness,
or other perceptual responses were qualitatively summarized by listing-up them according
to their domains as these perceptions have not been thoroughly examined yet. Note that a
single research paper may have reported multiple significant indicators as they examined
multiple different prediction models for human perceptions; however, most of the variables
for each category are from single studies. For more information, refer to Tables 1 and 2.

The visual-solo and audiovisual–interactive indicators for noise annoyance responses
identified in this study are shown in Table 3.

Six and three categories were identified for solo and interactive indicators, respectively
(i.e., six solo-indicator categories: greenery, waterbody, other visual elements, physical
property, visual information, visual dominated personality, and three interactive-indicator
categories: multiple-visual, audiovisual, personal–environmental interactions). Among
those indicators, the greenery factor was the most common indicator for noise annoyance
response, followed by waterbody features. This finding indicates that the greenery factor is
the most promising variable that would alter noise annoyance response. Within the visual-
environmental elements (e.g., greenery, waterbody), subjective (self-reported or perceived
measures) and objective (physical measures or indices) parameters were commonly used
to predict noise annoyance responses. Subjective parameters were perception ratings
based on personal judgment/feelings, influenced by subject biases. In contrast, objective
parameters are based on observational measurements, unbiased by subject. Within those
parameters, the amount of the greenery element (both objective and perceived amount)
is the one that was the most frequently predicted noise annoyance response. Although
some previous literature pointed out little agreement between perceived (subjective) and
objective greenery measures [70], the positive effects of the amount of greenery elements
derived from both objective and subjective parameters on noise annoyance reduction were
supported in the observational studies. Therefore, this directional parameter (i.e., the
parameter supported based on more informed reasoning of the past research) is suggested
as the prominent variable that should be consistently considered in future studies. The
investigation of the other potential parameters should be suggested for seeking their
potential use in developing sustainable sound environments.
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Table 3. Visual indicators for noise annoyance responses in indoor environments.

Main-Category Sub-Category Parameter

Observational Interventional

Enhance
Annoyance

Moderate
Annoyance

Alter
Annoyance

Enhance
Annoyance

Moderate
Annoyance

Alter
Annoyance

Solo indicator

Greenery

Amount (% of views, NDVI) [41,50,51] [56,58]
Type of greenery views [47] [58]

Accessibility [40]
Distance to the nearest greenery [42]

Perceived amount [42,46,47,53]
Perceived availability [43]

Perceived presence [48]

Waterbody

Amount (% of views) [56,58]
Type of water-bodies [45]

Perceived amount [46]
Perceived presence [48]

Other visual
elements

Traffic road Amount (% of views) [58]
Noise barrier Perceived amount [46]

Physical
property

Buildings Separation distance between buildings [57]
Environmental quality Quality level [44]

Visual
information

HMD In use [62]
Sound source Visibility [68]

Visual dominated personality Presence [68]

Interactive indicator

Multiple-visual
interaction

Greenery × traffic road Presence [56,58]
Noise barrier × water body Presence of perception [46]

Audiovisual
interaction

Sea × SNR Presence [56]
Visual information (HMD) × SPL In use [63]

Personal-
environmental

interaction

Visual dominated personality ×
Greenery visibility Presence [68]

Note: SPL = Sound Pressure Level.
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The direction of the greenery effect differed by the type of the study designs. Namely,
all the observational studies found that “the more greenery, the less annoyance,” whereas
the opposite direction was found in the interventional studies, as indicated by the individ-
ual studies’ reviews in the previous section. The contradiction of the greenery effects on
noise annoyance response may result from the two different experimental settings: in-situ
observational and laboratory-based interventional settings. Based on the review of the
selected literature, the former setting is an uncontrolled environment where living subjects
(i.e., residents) are exposed to target conditions for a long time (i.e., long-term sensory ex-
posure). In contrast, the latter is a controlled setting environment where recruited subjects
are exposed to target conditions for a certain period (mostly short-time impacts/reactions).
Considering the nature of these two study designs or settings, the greenery effect’s direction
would be potentially altered by either or both impacts—status of the environmental control
and time duration of the sensory exposure. If the greenery effect on annoyance response
has contradictory results between short-time and long-term noise exposure, its positive
effect can be considered a long-term impact, whereas its negative effect can be considered
short-term impacts. The authors could not conclude that the contradiction of the greenery
effects on noise annoyance response certainly results from two different exposure periods
since only two laboratory-based interventional studies show such a contradiction. There-
fore, further validation studies would be required. Specifically, different impacts of short-
and long-term exposures to greenery features on noise annoyance should be considered
for prospective studies.

The consistent effect of water bodies and other visual elements was found in observa-
tional and interventional study designs. Namely, in contrast to the effect of the greenery
factor, the positive effect of the water view, and the negative impacts of traffic road and
noise barriers on noise annoyance moderation were identified. Both subjective and objec-
tive parameters were employed to measure those visual factors to predict noise annoyance
responses. Although the number of studies revealing the effects of those environmental
features is not sufficient, the potentials of their impacts on soundscape perceptions for
the indoor environments were highlighted. Furthermore, there are a few significant in-
teractions between multiple visual elements, and the presence of positive and negative
visual factors (e.g., noise barrier waterbody) would influence noise annoyance perceptions.
However, these interactive effects are somewhat ambiguous. Therefore, the appraisal of
the variety of visual components and interactions beyond the greenery elements should be
suggested for future research.

The effects of other visual factors, including the physical property and the use of visual
information in VR experiments, were highlighted as the potential factor related to noise
annoyance responses. It was noted that physical properties such as building-separation
distances and physical environmental properties including accessibility, presence of nat-
uralness (e.g., flowers in pots, garden furniture, and playground) might not be fully
characterized as visual elements, but very apparent visual differences were observed by
the change of these physical properties. Chung et al. found that separation distance and
building spacing were inversely related to perceived oppressiveness and noise annoy-
ance [57]. Although the order of the perceived responses due to the physical properties’
change seems yet unclear, at least, certain indirect impacts of the visual changes related to
physical environmental features on noise annoyance responses are suggested. Additionally,
it was found that the presence of the visual information, as well as visibility of sound
sources, would moderate perceived noise annoyance as the informative recognition of
the auditory or visual sources would help subjects to distract their attention away from
audio stimuli (mostly annoying sounds or noises). Jeon and Jo concluded that the increase
in noise-source recognition by providing the visual information was due to the increase
in the dependency on visual information so that it reacts insensitively to the change of
the noise sources (in this case, the road traffic noise) [62]. Thus, by providing visual in-
formation either using the head-mounted display (HMD) or increasing the noise source
visibility, humans may pay more attention to the visual elements rather than the change of
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acoustical characteristics and depend more on visual information in indoor environments.
Moreover, some interactions using visual information or greenery visibility were identified
as significant factors influencing noise annoyance responses. However, again the impacts
of these interaction terms are yet inconclusive. Hence, the effects of the visual factors
related to physical environmental changes and the presence of visual information and their
interactions with audio variables should be further examined in future studies.

Nevertheless, the framework of soundscape assessment utilizing visual and audio-
visual indicators, as shown in Table 3, has been proposed for designing better indoor
auditory environments. The greenery factor was found as the most promising variable that
alters noise annoyance response, and the amount of the greenery element measured by
objective and subjective parameters is the one that was most frequently predicted the noise
annoyance response. The proposed framework also highlights that the greenery effect’s
direction differs, which may be due to the different experimental settings. The effects of
other visual elements such as the views of a waterbody, traffic road, noise barrier, and other
visual factors including the physical property and the use of visual information would also
be suggested as the potential indicators influencing noise annoyance responses. However,
the amount of the previous investigations is yet insufficient, and more appraisals of the
variety of visual factors and their interactions should be examined for future references.

Table 4 shows a summary of the significant indicators for human perceptions related
to indoor soundscape experiences other than noise annoyance responses, including the
perceptions of the auditory (e.g., loudness, noise allowance, noise disturbance), visual (e.g.,
lighting disturbance, visual pleasantness, relaxation), cognitive (e.g., attitude, awareness
of noise issue, task performance), and emotional (e.g., tension, fatigue, restorativeness)
standpoints.

In contrast to the theoretical indicators for noise annoyance responses, as shown in
Table 3 above, the majority of the significant indicators altering these human perceptions
are interactive audiovisual terms (e.g., the interaction between sound type and visual
image), and most of them were found under the controlled laboratory settings (i.e., the
interventional studies). As the contexts of the experimental settings and the indicators very
differ in the individual interventional studies, from residential space to office space as well
as from sound type to illuminance level of lighting, various types of response variables
are suggested as potential descriptors on which the audio, visual, and audiovisual factors
influenced. There is only one greenery indicator, perceived availability of greenery, for
predicting awareness of noise as a neighbor’s issue [43]. Furthermore, the presence of
the visual information or stimuli and the visibility of sound sources would potentially
influence audio-related perceptions and noise annoyance responses highlighted in Table 3.
This finding suggests that the visual information’s cognitive perception and its knowledge
would still work as a tool of the attention distraction or interference altering those auditory
perceptions. Moreover, rather than the type of the visual elements including greenery (e.g.,
mountain greenery and tree clumps views [58]) and water bodies (e.g., sea, river, and both
sea and river views [45]), the type of the sound sources was identified as one of the common
indicators that would interactively work with visual factors, and influence the perceptions
of all the four aspects: audio, visual, cognitive, and emotional perceptions. Jajncke et al.
tested the effects of the interaction between four auditive stimuli (nature sound, quiet,
broadband noise, office noise) and two visual stimuli (open-plan office, urban nature
environment) on perceived restorative qualities of the settings [61]. Although they found
the audio and visual stimuli interacted for all the measures, the environmental sounds
had more restorative qualities. However, they pointed out that some of the audiovisual
combinations may be experienced as incongruent and unrealistic (e.g., the nature view
with broadband noise); thus, some stimulated settings may not have the same potential
to promote restoration [61]. As shown in Table 4, other bimodal and interactive effects on
the human perceptions related to soundscape perceptions are revealed in this review, such
as the impacts of the interaction between speech intelligibility and lighting conditions on
visual and cognitive perceptions. However, the impacts of these factors are still inconclusive
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because of the insufficient number of studies. Thus, further investigations are required. In
arranging future evaluations, these variables should be considered as potential indicators
and descriptors for designing better soundscape experiences and indoor environments.

Table 4. A list of audio, visual, and audiovisual theoretical indicators for audio, visual, emotional, and cognitive responses
(other than noise annoyance response).

Reference Audio Factor Visual Factor
Domains of Human Perceptions

Audio Visual Cognitive Emotional

Bimodal effect

[43] Perceived greenery
availability

Awareness of
noise issue

[52] Presence of music Pleasantness

[55]
Sound source

visibility loudness

Disturbance factor
(sound level) Pleasantness

[59] Color image loudness

[69] Sound type ×
Noise level Relaxation

Interactive effects (with sound type)

[54] Sound type (water
sound)

Presence of visual
stimuli

Perceived masking
effect

[61] Sound type Visual image Attitude Restorativeness

[66] Sound type Photo image Tension/fatigue/
annoyance

[67] Sound type Window view type Pleasantness Restorativeness

Interactive effects (other factors)

[62] Directional
information Visual information

Loudness
Noise allowance

Noise disturbance

[65] Speech
intelligibility Lighting conditions Lighting

disturbance Task performance

4. Discussion

This study systematically reviewed the existing research papers involving audiovi-
sual bimodal and interactive effects on soundscape evaluations and identified potential
indicators on soundscape perceptual responses in the indoor settings. A total of 30 studies
were reviewed and summarized in terms of their characteristics, including study designs,
methodologies, analytical models and variables, main findings, and effect types. The con-
textual differences, including the functions of the examined indoor spaces, the context of
the target visual factors (i.e., indoor, outdoor, or interior components), and the observation
condition (e.g., the point of view of the evaluations) were also discussed. Overall, most of
the visual factors examined were outdoor environments, while their contexts were greatly
diverse. The residential spaces’ evaluations typically reflected the function of general living
spaces for residents, and a living room was commonly selected as it would be the most
representative space reflecting this function. The majority of their findings were the positive
effects of visual factors on noise annoyance moderation in the indoor residential spaces,
expecting annoyance-free soundscapes. The studies focusing on office spaces examined
the conditions where people worked or had a break in their works. Thus, the expectations
of this space would be more complex. In addition to the window views of the outdoor
environments, some interior components (e.g., water fountain, partitions, lightings) are
suggested for improving soundscapes in the office spaces, which can be more practical
as they would be adjustable by office workers (i.e., users). The findings of these studies
include the positive audiovisual interactive impacts on the perceived restrictiveness, re-
laxation, and pleasantness, expecting fatigue-free soundscapes, and the task performance,
enhancing workers’ achievements on their jobs.
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The framework for designing a sustainable indoor soundscape has been proposed by
the selected reviews, which further suggests the assessment schemes of the indoor sound-
scapes concerning audio, visual, and/or audiovisual factors for designing the sustainable
sound environments. The two research questions were successfully answered as followed.

4.1. First Research Question: What Kind of Evidence Is There for the Connection between Audio,
Visual, and Audiovisual Combined Factors and Perceptual Dimensions Affected the Most?

The perceptual dimension “noise annoyance” was the one that has been often re-
searched as well as affected by audio and visual factors the most in the indoor environments.
Six solo-indicator categories and three interactive-indicator categories were identified as
potential factors influencing noise annoyance responses. The parameters and directions of
their impacts were highlighted for each of the indicators. Overall, the positive effects of
the greenery and water views on the noise annoyance moderation were found, whereas
their negative effects of the traffic road and noise barrier were also noted. However, the
contradictory effect of the greenery factors on noise annoyance reduction was identified as
its positive impact may not be valid under controlled experimental settings. Additionally,
the improvement of the physical properties and presence of sound sources’ visual informa-
tion generally moderate perceived noise annoyance as those informative visual contexts
would act as positive distractions that enable humans’ attention to be away from negative
soundscape responses. Furthermore, the significant interactions using the combination
of those indicators and/or other potential audiovisual factors influence noise annoyance
responses. Nonetheless, the directions of the interactive effects are yet un-stabilized and
inconclusive.

Based on the selected literature reviews, the greenery factor was found to be the
most promising variable, followed by the water features, which generally moderate noise
annoyance perceived by occupants in given indoor environments. The amount of those
visual elements measured by objective and subjective parameters frequently predicted the
noise annoyance response. As the greenery and water factors identified in this review are
generally outdoor landscape components either perceived from indoors or observed in the
neighborhood spaces, they should be considered and designed by urban city designers or
landscape planners.

Although there are both bimodal and interactive audiovisual effects on noise annoy-
ance in the indoor environments found in this review, the former effect was often found in
the observational studies. In contrast, both bimodal and interactive effects were extensively
examined in the interventional studies, as presented in Tables 1 and 2. This consequence
may be because field or in-situ studies would not have effective control on the audiovisual
variables; in contrast, the laboratory experiments have much control for these interactive
variables. As more bimodality of the greenery effects on noise annoyance was theoretically
evidenced compared to their interactivity in this study, further investigations of the au-
diovisual interactive effects, utilizing valid measures of the interaction factors, would be
required, preferably in some in-situ study designs.

4.2. Second Research Question: Which Audio and Visual Factors Would Most Contribute to the
Bimodal and Interactive Impacts on Perceptual Dimensions Related to Soundscapes?

Although the greenery indicator was the most evidenced in its bimodal impact on
the noise annoyance response, as discussed above, its interactive effects seem still minor.
Regarding the interactivity of audiovisual factors, the combination of the physical prop-
erties and presence of the visual information and/or other potential audiovisual factors
would moderate perceived noise annoyance and influence other audio and visual-related
perceptions. The sound sources were primarily found as one of the most probable indi-
cators that would interactively work with visual factors and influence the perceptions of
all the four perceptual domains—audio, visual, cognitive, and emotional domains. Thus,
researchers should bear in mind that selecting the type of sound sources (e.g., masking or
background sounds) would significantly impact the multiple perceptual responses related
to the overall soundscape experiences when certain visual factors are interactively involved
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within. Acoustic experts or consultants may consider a proper selection of the indoor sound
sources or other interior components related to sounds and provide suitable recommenda-
tions to designers or end users for promoting sound environments. In contrast to the noise
annoyance response that was frequently influenced by the greenery factor’s bimodality,
other perceptual responses such as loudness, visual pleasantness, and restorativeness
perceptions tended to be influenced by both bimodality and interactivity of the audiovisual
factors. With regards to these perceptions, the bimodality of the audio or visual factors
seems to be more apparent in audio and visual perceptions; whereas, the interactivity of
the audiovisual factors can be seen more in perceptions of the multiple domains, including
cognitive and emotional ones. Such results would provide useful insight into the practical
implementations of the soundscape design. Considering the bimodality and interactivity of
the audiovisual components, one can utilize auditory stimuli’ bimodality influencing visual
perception and vice versa. In contrast, the audiovisual stimuli’ interactivity may be more
suitable when changing the perceptions of multiple domains, including non-auditory ones.
Although unimodal effects on soundscapes (e.g., the effect of acoustic stimuli on audio
perceptions) have been more evident than bimodal and interactive effects, the change of the
unimodality may only give limited solutions in practice. As accounting for the bimodality
as well as interactivity, the number of the possible solutions would be factorial since more
factors are involved. However, as pointed out by the previous study [61], some combi-
nations of the audiovisual factors would be experienced as incongruent and unrealistic
stimuli. Furthermore, the choice of the most suitable and feasible implementations, as well
as management of those budgets, should be rigorously handled.

Taken as a whole, instead of reducing unfavorable auditory stimuli (e.g., noise levels),
the proposed framework highlights the improvement of the occupants’ indoor sound-
scape experiences by adding those non-auditory, in particular, visual factors, which opens
up more possibilities and versatilities of their application for designing indoor sound
environments in more sustainable ways.

4.3. Limitations

Given this study’s exploratory nature, a note of caution is pertinent regarding the in-
terpretation of the different measurements, scale formats, study focus, and other contextual
information of the included studies in the review. Although the individual studies present
different remarks and significant evidence resolving this study’s research questions, some
of their measurements and designs of research procedures substantially differed. There-
fore, the effects of the different studies’ target factors may not be fully and quantitatively
comparable. However, this study’s goal was to develop the indoor soundscape framework
involving audiovisual bimodal and interactive impacts by using the qualitative approach,
not statistical or quantitative approaches such as meta-analysis.

The inclusion of the conference papers (i.e., grey literature) in this review may lead to
some uncertainties of their studies’ quality as they were not peer-reviewed. Because of the
nature of grey literature (e.g., limited descriptions of the procedures, partial completions
of the studies), it may be difficult to ensure their studies’ reproducibility and validity. Al-
though the authors were aware of those potential problems, the exclusion of the conference
papers would cause the lack of some relevant works as well as the bias due to the selectivity
of the publication types, which may cause non-objective answers to the research questions.
Furthermore, of the four non-peer-reviewed papers included in this study [41,45,52,64],
two of the papers were published with the last two years [41,64], assuming that there may
be a time lag between actual research and journal publication.

5. Conclusions

In this review, we aimed to provide the framework for designing sustainable indoor
soundscapes by addressing two research questions that have explored (1) existing evidence
for the connection between audio, visual, and combined audiovisual factors and perceptual
dimensions that are affected the most, and (2) audio and visual factors that would most
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contribute their bimodal and interactive impacts on the perceptual dimensions related
to soundscapes. To achieve this aim, a systematic review was conducted using PRISMA
guidelines. A total of 30 publications were included in this qualitative review work after
the screening process.

With regards to the first research question stated above, the main conclusions of this
review are:

• Indoor soundscape studies have most frequently researched noise annoyance;
• Significant audiovisual impacts on noise annoyance were found;
• The positive effects of the greenery and water views on the noise annoyance modera-

tion were found;
• The amount of the visual elements measured by objective and subjective parameters

frequently predicted the noise annoyance response;
• The contradictory effect of the greenery factors on noise annoyance reduction was

confirmed in some controlled experimental setting, which may come from different
noise-exposure periods;

• The informative visual contexts would act as positive distractions that generally
moderate perceived noise annoyance.

With regards to the second research question, the main conclusions of this review are:

• Greenery indicator was the most evidenced in its bimodal impact whereas its interac-
tivity with audio indicator seems yet minor;

• Type of the sound sources was the most probable indicator that would interactively
work with visual factors, and influence the multiple perceptual responses;

• The bimodality of the audio or visual factors seems to be more apparent in audio and
visual perceptions;

• Acoustic experts and consultants should be aware of the impact of the visual factors
that would interactively enhance positive soundscape experiences.

Nevertheless, various potential indicators, including other non-greenery visual factors
and their interactive terms for predicting audio, visual, cognitive, and emotional percep-
tions, were identified. Although those human perceptions comprehensively constitute
the overall indoor soundscape experiences, they have not yet been thoroughly examined
compared to the noise annoyance response; thus, the assessments of a variety of visual
factors beyond greenery indicators and noise annoyance descriptors should be required.

Like sound environments are perceived or experienced by humans in context (i.e.,
soundscape) [1], their contexts also perceive visual factors, not just by means of their colors,
shapes, or brightness levels, but also the harmonic, aesthetic, or attractive inferences of the
visual elements. People may tend to believe that “the more greenery, the better”; however,
the process of their perceptional responses might be complex under some controlled settings
or the interactive involvement of other potential indicators; thus, unbiased considerations
and assessments of the visual factors are required for the future studies.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Literature Review Database Search Strategy.

In Scopus (search go through Title, Abstract, and Keywords)

((TITLE-ABS-KEY(Audio-visual OR audiovisual OR ((audi* OR sound OR noise) AND (visual*
OR view* OR vision))))
AND
(TITLE-ABS-KEY (soundscape OR ((percept* OR perceived OR (self* AND (report* OR evaluat*))
AND (((environmental* OR community*) AND (noise* OR sound*)) OR ((traffic* OR airport* OR
aircraft* OR railway* OR transportation* OR train* OR neighborhood* OR resident* OR
classroom* OR school* OR hospital* OR motor* OR vehicle* OR motorcycle* OR construction* OR
social*) AND noise*))))))
AND
(TITLE-ABS-KEY (indoor* OR inside* OR within* OR “at home” OR “living room” OR “in house”
OR “at dwelling” OR office OR classroom OR school OR hospital OR buil* OR room)))

In Web of Science (search go through Title, Abstract, Author Keywords, Keywords Plus®)

((TS=(Audio-visual OR audiovisual OR ((audi* OR sound OR noise) AND (visual* OR view* OR
vision))))
AND
(TS=(soundscape OR ((percept* OR perceived OR (self* AND (report* OR evaluat*)) AND
(((environmental* OR community*) AND (noise* OR sound*)) OR ((traffic* OR airport* OR
aircraft* OR railway* OR transportation* OR train* OR neighborhood* OR resident* OR
classroom* OR school* OR hospital* OR motor* OR vehicle* OR motorcycle* OR construction* OR
social*) AND noise*))))))
AND
(TS=(indoor* OR inside* OR within* OR “at home” OR “living room” OR “in house” OR “at
dwelling” OR office OR classroom OR school OR hospital OR buil* OR room)))

In PubMed (search go through Title, Abstract, Other Abstract, Keywords)

(((Audio-visual[Title/Abstract] OR audiovisual[Title/Abstract] OR ((audi*[Title/Abstract] OR
sound[Title/Abstract] OR noise[Title/Abstract]) AND (visual*[Title/Abstract] OR
view*[Title/Abstract] OR vision[Title/Abstract]))))
AND
((soundscape[Title/Abstract] OR ((percept*[Title/Abstract] OR perceived[Title/Abstract] OR
(self*[Title/Abstract] AND (report*[Title/Abstract] OR evaluat*[Title/Abstract])) AND
(((environmental*[Title/Abstract] OR community*[Title/Abstract]) AND (noise*[Title/Abstract]
OR sound*[Title/Abstract])) OR ((traffic*[Title/Abstract] OR airport*[Title/Abstract] OR
aircraft*[Title/Abstract] OR railway*[Title/Abstract] OR transportation*[Title/Abstract] OR
train*[Title/Abstract] OR neighborhood*[Title/Abstract] OR resident*[Title/Abstract] OR
classroom*[Title/Abstract] OR school*[Title/Abstract] OR hospital*[Title/Abstract] OR
motor*[Title/Abstract] OR vehicle*[Title/Abstract] OR motorcycle*[Title/Abstract] OR
construction*[Title/Abstract] OR social*[Title/Abstract]) AND noise*[Title/Abstract]))))))
AND
((indoor*[Title/Abstract] OR inside*[Title/Abstract] OR within*[Title/Abstract] OR “at
home”[Title/Abstract] OR “living room”[Title/Abstract] OR “in house”[Title/Abstract] OR “at
dwelling”[Title/Abstract] OR office[Title/Abstract] OR classroom[Title/Abstract] OR
school[Title/Abstract] OR hospital[Title/Abstract] OR buil*[Title/Abstract] OR
room[Title/Abstract])))
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